
Story Wars Tips for Compelling Stories 
 

The Simple Story Test 
 

TANGIBLE:   Stories present information that makes concepts visible and human scale.  
They make people feel that they can “touch” and “see” and idea. 

• Does your communication provide a who, what, where, and when? 
 
RELATABLE:  Stories matter to us because their characters carry values that we want to 
see either rewarded or punished. 

• Can you identify with – or are you in emotional opposition to – the characters 
in your communication because you understand what motivates them? 

 
IMMERSIVE:   Stories allow people to feel that they have experienced things that they 
have only seen or heard. 

• Can you learn something of clear value for your own life from the story? 
 

MEMORABLE:  Stories use rich scenes and metaphors that help us to remember their 
messages without conscious effort. 

• Does your story leave a lasting image - transmitted either in pictures or in text 
– that can be easily recalled and reminds you of the core message? 

 
EMOTIONAL:   Stories elevate emotional engagement to the level of, and often beyond, 
intellectual understanding. 

• Does your communication make you feel rather than just think something? 
 

Three Pillars of Story Telling Success 
 

FAMILIARS:  Does your story use ideas and images people are acquainted with? Meet 
reader where they are.  “I can relate to this person.” 
 
CHEATS:  Do they include conflict that puts characters in opposition to the rules of 
mainstream society, ie., they are rebels challenging a society run by soulless machines. 
Name the people, attitudes, or forces that stand in protagonist’s way. 
 
FREAKS:  Does our main character stand out as unusual? Expectation-breaking.  

• Be interesting:  grab reader’s attention; try to stay in their memory 

• Tell the truth:  connect deeply with audiences’ values and identities 

• Live the truth: translate core values into operating principles  
 
 
“We modern mythmakers have the power to shape the future with new explanation, 
meaning story and ritual.” 



 


